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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

ISIS WILL USE TEXAS
To Enter The U.S.
March 19, 2015 – The American Resistance Party received the following OPEN
LETTER email from Carl Alfred. He writes:
Yep, it's got to be true. I must be trapped in the movie "Groundhog Day" and this is getting a bit
ridiculous.
Back in July, when the border invasion led by Soetoro was getting started a report came in about
suspicious activity concerning an Armory full of military vehicles found to be parked at the Oak Forest
Hospital 20 miles SSW of Chicago. This activity bears mentioning because this mostly deserted,
bankrupt, south side hospital was scheduled to receive equipment industrial in nature with little to do
with the work performed in a Hospital. A Laundry conveyor assembly found buried in the Cook
County CAFR. That was interest item number 1. Number 2 was the boots on the ground verification
that unmarked, heavily window tinted busses were being observed coming and going under the cover
of darkness. All information was turned over to the Chicago area media at that time.
Then, in November, a YouTube video came out to report on busses, two a day, leaving Mexico city and
headed for Chicago.
A quick check of grants and awards going to this facility was made and it confirms more money is
being pumped into this facility than an idle one would ever need.
Large facility + new industrial equipment + unmarked busses in the dead of night + military
involvement + multiple name changes for the facility since July + High level secrecy + it's in Cook
County???
Don't know, it could be just me but if one place ever deserved to be given a colonoscopy, this would be
it. ISIS or similar staging area, BIO weapon production facility? Who knows. No, really, WHO KNOWS?
Homeless shelters all across the country have been given large grant blocks of money since the
beginning of 2013 but nowhere does it say that money is to support Mexicans.
And why not, let's throw this into the mix as well... With Puff the magic Muslim in the White House
there can be no more glaring example of why the founders placed the "Natural Born citizen" clause in
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the Constitution and all who continue to defend this Indonesian creation of the CIA should have their
heads not just examined but given a cranial rectal inversion. Yes, both parties. And to top it all off the
GOP is going out of their way to force feed candidates with eligibility concerns down everyone's
throats beginning with McCain in 2008. Never once have I heard anyone using the words "better to err
on the side of caution" when whispering names of Presidential hopefuls. No, let's just throw caution to
the wind and while we're at it, there's new reports of over a hundred Boko Haram freedom fighters
who've contracted Ebola that need medical attention only available in one of two American CDC
facilities.
On the positive side, Pennsylvania reportedly witnessed the beauty of the Northern lights bright
enough to shine right through a full day of Atmospheric Aerosol spraying near the New York border.
Fictitious Plaintiffs continue to bring charges against Americans in every state and those cases
continue to be prosecuted and judged by government employees prohibited by Article I Section 9
Clause 8 (Titles of Nobility clause) from holding those positions but allowed to, none the less, because
we have become a Nation of idiots incapable of understanding and interpreting the meaning of two
real simple sentences so we ask the people intended to be excluded by this negative law to help us
understand why it really doesn't mean what we think and it's totally O.K. for Esquires to be at every
level of government.

Carl Alfred
###
The American Resistance Party has previously advocated that everyone watch one of
infowars.com videos. This Alex Jones YouTube video was uploaded on November 23,
2014. It is titled, “ISIS INSIDE THE U.S. Tweet Connects ISIS Threat In CHICAGO.
Coming FALSE FLAG ATTACK?” It supports Carl Alfred’s post. Click below to hear
Alex Jones tell about the ISIS threat (ISIS discussion starts at about 28.0 minutes):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrHMY-J2dlo

If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.) (free
gift = Mr. Noonan’s ebook "Chester Arthur - "1st Bogus POTUS" vs. The Death of America")
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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